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Carbondale hosts Christ in Youth Second
time
around

Vice chancellor
for enrollment
management
candidate visits
for second time
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

one who has completed the trek,
getting the most up-to-date maps
and learning how to pack only
what is necessary would be vital
information.

The time for a new vice
chancellor for enrollment management to be named is inching
closer.
Interim Provost Don Rice
has said he would like to name
the next vice chancellor for
enrollment management by the
end of the summer semester,
which officially ends Aug. 3.
Victoria Valle, a finalist for
the position, returned for her
second visit
to SIUC last Victoria Valle
week. Valle
met
with
various university officials and said
she expects
to hear back
about the job Finalist for vice
chancellor for
soon.
enrollment
“I think management
they’re fairly
seriously considering me and I’m fairly seriously considering them,” Valle
said.
Previously, Valle served as
the vice president of enrollment management and student
affairs at the San Francisco Art
Institute from 2005 to 2006,
and was associate vice president
for student affairs-enrollment
management at California State
University Sacramento from
2003 to 2005.
had
interviews
Valle
Wednesday and Thursday
morning with SIUC. She said
the subject of enrollment and
retention was raised numerous
times, as well as affordability.
In the past six fall semesters, enrollment has dropped by
1,499 students on campus.
“So there’s clearly a huge job
to do here,” Valle said. “And
people have a lot of ideas about
how to turn the enrollment situation around here.”
Valle said although the
expected fall enrollment for
new students is up, retention
rates are down from last year.
SIU
President
Glenn
Poshard met with Valle and said
the decision is in the hands of
Interim Provost Don Rice and
Chancellor Fernando Treviño.
Treviño was not in his office
last week, and Valle said she did
not have an opportunity to meet
with SIUC’s new chancellor.

See CYCLISTS, Page 5

See CANDIDATE, Page 10
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Tatem Joshua, a high school senior from Topeka, Kan., takes a break from the Christ in Youth Conference July 18. The camp is broken
down into three one-week sessions that run in July. High school students from around the nation gather together for a week of Bible
teaching and worship.

Brandy Oxford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

While a campus crowded with
thousands of high school students
sounds less than appealing to most
college students, the financial benefits
of housing them makes SIUC’s pocketbook a little heavier.
About 4,700 students from around
the country paid $234 dollars each to

attend one of the three weeklong conventions held by Christ in Youth from
the 16th through the 26th.
This is the 12th year the CIY conference has invaded Carbondale, and
Coordinator of Resident Life Keith
McMath said the University grosses
about $500,000 dollars from housing
several thousand students over 75 days
in the summer.
“These are mostly Independent

Christian Church and Church of
Christ youth groups, staying in the
Towers and the Triad. It’s great for
campus because the student center is
quieter this time of year. This brings in
some revenue,” said Lana Campbell,
conference coordinator for the division
of continuing education. “Last week
we had about 2,200. This week we’ve
got about 1,500 and next week we’ll
have 1,000.”

The conference came to SIUC 12
years ago when a schedule change at
Southeast Missouri State University
forced CIY to find a new location for
this particular Midwest conference.
CIY holds 22 conferences for high
school students each summer. Through
the school year they also work with 4th
through 8th graders.
See CIY, Page 10

‘To-do’
BEFORE I DIE
Cyclists make stop
in Carbondale on
cross-country route
Christian Holt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Not everyone has the time,
energy or dedication it takes to
pack up as few belongings as possible and ride a bicycle from coast
to coast.
Luckily, for cancer patients
around the country, Brent Thomas
and Lee Briggs do.
Thomas and Briggs, two 27year-old bicyclists who graduated from Wake Forest University
together, have taken on the daunting task in efforts to raise money for
the Lance Armstrong Foundation,
which touts the motto of helping
cancer patients live life on their

S ARAH L ATHROP ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Lee Briggs of Winston Salem, N.C., left, and Brent Thomas of Washington, D.C., turn west onto Illinois
Route 13 from the Days Inn parking lot to begin the 21st day of their cross-country trip on Friday.
own terms.
The duo started in Kitty
Hawk, N.C., and plan to end in
San Francisco, Calif., on Sept. 1.
Thomas and Briggs made their
14th pit stop on Thursday in
Carbondale and still have more

than 30 stops left to go.
Carbondale Bike Club president Anne Johnson said an abundance of preparation would be
needed to complete the crosscountry trek.
Johnson said talking to some-
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NEWS BRIEFS

Division of Continuing
Education

•Individualized learning program offers
extended testing hours for:
•July 25 – July 27 and July 30 – Aug. 3
•The last available time to schedule is 5:30
p.m.
•To schedule testing please call 536-7751

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

POLICE REPORTS
McKinley Reed King, a 20-year-old nonSIUC student, was arrested Thursday on
a failure to appear warrant on an original
charge of driving on a suspended driver’s license. King was unable to post the
required bond and was transported to the
Jackson County Jail.
Police responded to a report of public indecency at the library tunnel Thursday at 3:30
p.m. A suspect has not been identified.

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

Lawmakers promote
electric rate relief
package on flyaround

P E O R I A, Ill. (AP) — A proposed $1
billion electric rate package will provide
Illinois utility customers with “real, true”
relief from soaring bills, Senate President
Emil Jones said Monday during an appearance designed to promote the measure.
Jones, House Speaker Michael Madigan
and Attorney General Lisa Madigan began
their day in Peoria for the start of a fourcity flyaround. They also planned stops in
Decatur, Cahokia and Marion to bolster
the deal, reached last week after months
of talks with utilities to address electric
rates that have doubled or tripled for some
consumers since January.
Under the plan, Ameren customers
will get discounts ranging from 40 to 70
percent on their 2007 bills, while ComEd
customers will receive discounts of about
45 percent. Officials said the discounts will
cut bills in half for most customers.
Most Ameren customers will receive
rebate checks by September for bills
already paid, while ComEd customers will
receive a lump sum credit on future bills.
Customers of both utilities will also get
credits on future bills through 2010 under
the proposal.
Jones said state lawmakers will probably vote on the plan this week.
“We believe this is a good package and
this package would go a long, long ways
toward the debate you’ve been hearing
and rates that people have been paying ...
Compromise had to be made on all sides
of this issue, and this is real, true rate relief,”
Jones said.
Attorney Gen eral Madigan said the
deal also would create an Illinois Power
Agency that would protect customers from
sharp rate increases in the future.
She said the independent agency
would negotiate to buy power at the lowest cost, eliminating a maligned reverse
auction that “set these unfair rates in the
first place.”

Blagojevich signs law
making Illinois’s public
places smoke-free

C H I C AGO (AP) — Public places in
Illinois will soon be forced to go smokefree.
Governor Rod Blagojevich today
signed the Smoke-Free Illinois Act, which
will ban smoking statewide in all public places, including bars, restaurants and
work places.
The ban goes into effect January 1st
and trumps most local ordinances, including those that allowed smoking bans to be
phased in or exempted businesses with air
filtration systems.
Under the law, people will still be
allowed to smoke in their homes, cars, outdoors, at retail tobacco shops and in certain
hotel or motel rooms.
Smokers who violate the law could
be fined between $100 and $250. And
businesses who repeatedly violate the law
could be fined at least $2,500.

Former death row
inmate returns to court
for sentencing hearing

C H I C AGO (AP) — A former death
row inmate who was pardoned after 17
years in prison is back in court, just days
after he was dragged out kicking and
screaming.
Aaron Patterson has remained calm
today as he sits shackled at the wrists
and ankles while a hearing continues to
determine his sentence for trading in guns
and drugs.
On Friday, he became agitated, at one

point blurting out “There ain’t no justice
in this courtroom.” The judge ordered him
removed, and marshals wrestled him out.
Patterson’s attorney says she has a
dozen witnesses, including his mother, to
testify on his behalf.
Patterson came out of prison in 2003
promising to devote himself to helping
his community. But prosecutors contended Patterson instead was involved with
gangs.

Chicago ministers call
for more school money

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Dozens of
Chicago ministers visited the Capitol to
demand that state officials stop squabbling and pass a budget that gives more
money to schools.
The ministers stopped short of calling
for a tax increase. But they say the governor
and lawmakers must find ways of pumping
more money into the state treasury.
A new state budget was supposed to
pass by May 31st, but it’s been stalled by
disagreements. If they don’t pass a budget
soon, state government might start shutting down.
The Reverend Marshall Hatch says
it’s time for officials to “grow up and be
responsible.”
Governor Rod Blagojevich’s call for a
major new health care program has been a
key sticking point. The ministers say that’s
important but shouldn’t hold up education funding.

Mob hit man haunted
by the memory of
friends he murdered

CHICAGO (AP) — A former hit man
for the Chicago mob told a federal court jury
Monday he is haunted by the memory of
murdering several friends but added that his
own brother would have killed him if he had
hesitated.
Nicholas Calabrese, the star witness at
the trial of his brother Frank and four other
alleged members of the Chicago mob, said
the memory of murdering friends Johnny
Fecarotta and Michael Spilotro is a heavy
burden.
“It’s a lot of weight to carry,”Calabrese told
defense attorney Thomas M. Breen, who represents reputed mob boss James Marcello.
He exploded when Breen suggested he
might have enjoyed killing mob associates
Fecarotta and Michael Spilotro, brother of
Tony Spilotro, the model for the Joe Pesci
character in the movie “Casino.”
“No, I didn’t enjoy it,” Calabrese said. “I live
with it every day, and you’re trying to make it
out like I enjoyed killing my friend.”
Frank Calabrese, 69, Marcello, 65, and
the three other defendants are charged with
taking part in a racketeering conspiracy that
included extortion, gambling, loan sharking
and 18 long-unsolved mob murders.
Nicholas Calabrese agreed to become a
government witness five years ago after his
DNA was found on a bloody glove found at
a murder scene. He said he feared that unless
he cooperated, he would get the death penalty.
Breen suggested that Calabrese was
lying to curry favor with federal prosecutors
and make certain that he stays out of the
execution chamber for the crimes he has
committed.
Breen noted that by far the majority of
the mobsters Calabrese named as carrying out murders, some going back to the
1970s, were already dead when he gave
their names to the FBI. A key exception was
brother Frank.
“Your brother, Frank, the man you hate,
is on there,” Breen said, pointing to a list
of alleged killers, most of them long since
deceased.
Calabrese testified that he used to hate
his brother but no longer.
“You’ve forgiven him,” Breen said at
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Gloria Bode says Drew Carey, come on down!
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Gay jokes and
fart jokes and fat
jokes – Oh, my!
Devin Vaughn
DAILY EGYPTIAN

“I Now Pronounce You Chuck and Larry”
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Adam Sandler, Kevin James, Jessica
Biel, Steve Buscemi, Dan Aykroyd
Directed by Dennis Dugan
Runtime: 110 min
Nikki Blonsky as
Tracy Turnblad.
PROVIDED

PHOTO

Hairspray takes musicals to new heights
Alicia Wade

“Corny Collins Show” to inte- Travolta) and father
grate.
(Christopher Walken)
The film tackles top- engage in a little lov“Hairspray”
ics from homophobia to ing soft-shoe. While
Rated: PG
racism and more than Travolta may not
Starring: Nikki Blonsky,
successfully translates be able to fill the
the message that it dress that originaJohn Travolta, Christopher
Walken, Amanda Bynes,
doesn’t matter who tors of the role,
Queen Latifah, Michelle
you are or what you celebrated drag
Pfeiffer
look like, you can do queen Divine and
anything.
Directed by Adam
Harvey Fierstein,
Elijah Kelly as
Shankman
Blonsky is the did, he manages
Seaweed
brightest
spot
in
to
portray
Runtime: 107 min.
Amanda Bynes
the delightTurnblad’s mother as a demure
as Penny Pingleton
lady with a heart to match her
fully kitsch
If the newest Broadway musisubstantial size.
cal turned movie proved one thing, it’s film, seeming to translate
that the bigger the hair, the better the her own improbable rise
Probably better than any
to stardom into her charrecent Hollywood musical
movie.
“Hairspray,” based on the Tony-win- acter. With a never-endrelease, including the likes
ning musical that was created from a 1988 ing smile and a gorgeous
of “Chicago” and “Rent,”
John Waters’ film of the same name, is a voice to match her attitude,
“Hairspray” is a dream,
wonderful treat for anyone who has ever Blonsky went to an open
especially for anyone who
ever had a dream. With
had a dream but didn’t quite fit the mold. casting call for the part
Set in the segregated Baltimore of 1962, of Turnblad and received
persistent tunes, infecthe film follows Tracy Turnblad, played by the news that she earned
tious dance numbers and
wonderful newcomer Nikki Blonsky, an the role while working in
kitsch to spare, this retro
John Travolta as
overweight, off beat teen with hair higher an ice cream shop.
wonder shows audiences
Edna Turnblad
than her aspirations to be a dancer on the
Her enthusiasm shows
that you really can’t stop the
American Bandstand- in her bigger-than-life
beat.
esque
“Corny dance moves and cheery delivery of conCollins Show.”
Alicia Wade
tagious tunes. In order for a musical to be
can be reached at
After she successful it absolutely has to have good
536-3311 ext. 275
secures a spot music with solid voices, and Blonsky and
or awade@siude.com.
on the show, the rest of the cast of “Hairspray” deliver.
Tu r n b l a d
High-energy group dance numbers
becomes the such as “Run and Tell That” and the finale
most popular “You Can’t Stop the Beat” are choreoactress and battles graphed with the smoothest dance moves
���������
traditional stan- that have the power to make audience
dards
of members wiggle to the rhythm in their
beauty, as seats.
Queen Latifah as
Zac Efron
well as proEven the most unlikely of charac�����������������������
Motormouth Maybelle tests for the ters, such as Turnblad’s mother ( John
as Link Larkin
DAILY EGYPTIAN

There is something very
���������
problematic about a film that
goes to such great lengths to
be pro-gay, yet is simultaneously built upon gay jokes
��������������������������
and stereotypes.
“I Now Pronounce You
Chuck and Larry” is a farce of a social statement about
homosexuality, centered around two heterosexual firefighters, Chuck (Adam Sandler) and Larry (Kevin James),
who declare a domestic partnership in order to secure
Larry’s pension for his children in the case of his death.
Unfortunately, the faux-lovers’ scheme goes awry when
their partnership is brought into question by the city,
forcing the two friends to assume the superficialities of a
gay lifestyle.
Like most Sandler movies, “Chuck and Larry” aims its
jokes right at the funny bone of the junior high audience,
busting out a plethora of fart, fat, gay and sexist humor.
In one of the opening scenes, in which Chuck and
Larry flex their heroic firefighter muscles, the two characters rescue a morbidly obese man from a burning building.
After taking the time to crack a few jokes about his weight
–– while the building is burning down, no less –– they
attempt to carry him down the stairs. Regrettably, the
man’s girth prevails, causing him to fall forward, landing
on top of Chuck. It is at this moment the man lets fly a
cathartic bellowing of flatulence across Chuck’s face.
This style of highbrow humor permeates throughout
the film.
The most interesting element of “Chuck and Larry”
is the involvement of the Academy Award-winning duo,
Alexander Payne and Jim Taylor, in the screenplay. Over
the past decade, Payne and Taylor have produced a string
of great comedies (“Election,” “About Schmidt” and
“Sideways”) that portray a great deal of character insight
and do not rely on hackneyed comedic antics. One can
only hope contractual obligations were all that tied these
two to this venture.
As a whole, “Chuck and Larry” is a pseudo-progressive film that attempts to encourage the acceptance of
homosexuality by stereotyping it. There is not one gay
character in the film that is not a defined stereotype and
there is not one adult female character that is not sexually
objectified in some way. With this in mind, one might
seriously doubt the sincerity of the involved filmmakers
in making this ‘pro-gay’ film. “Chuck and Larry” is essentially “Brokeback Mountain” for frat boys.
Devin Vaughn can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 275 or
dvaughn@siude.com.
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WIRE REPORTS

TURKEY

Turkey’s ruling party
wins elections

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — Turkey’s prime
minister pledged to work toward national
unity and fight terrorism after the Islamicrooted ruling party won parliamentary
elections by a wide margin.
Although the ruling party’s success
has been touted as proof that Islam and
democracy can coexist, the new government is likely to face persistent tension over
the role of Islam in society.
State-run Anatolia news agency was
projecting that Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s Justice and Development Party
would win 340 of the 550 seats, as votes in
all but six of more than 158,000 ballot boxes
across the country were counted.
Erdogan, a devout Muslim, pledged to
safeguard the country’s secular traditions
and do whatever the government deems
necessary to fight separatist Kurdish rebels.

AFGHANISTAN

Taliban extends
deadline for 23
hostages held in
Afghanistan

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — A purported Taliban spokesman said Sunday that the
hard-line militia had extended by 24 hours
the deadline for the Afghan government
to trade captured militants for 23 South
Korean hostages.
Afghan elders leading the hostage
negotiations met with the kidnappers and
reported that the Koreans were healthy,
said Khwaja Mohammad Sidiqi, the police
chief of Qarabagh district in Ghazni district, where the Koreans were kidnapped
Thursday.
He said the delegation made progress
in their talks, but the Afghan military said
Afghan and U.S. troops had “surrounded”
the region in case the government decides
the military should move in.
Qari Yousef Ahmadi, who claims to
speak for the Taliban, said the militants
were giving the Afghan and South Korean
governments until 10:30 a.m. EDT Monday
to respond to their demand that 23 Taliban
prisoners be freed in exchange for the
Koreans.

IDAHO

Idaho wildfires near
Air Force training base

BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A wildfire grew by
an estimated 200 square miles in 24 hours,
blackening grazing land Sunday as it threatened thousands of southern Idaho homes
and facilities at an Air Force training range,
fire officials said Sunday.
Two large wildfires along the Nevada
line combined Saturday to create the more
than 880-square-mile blaze, which burned
grass and brush and was less than a mile
from a training range of Mountain Home
Air Force Base.
No one has been seriously hurt, but the
homes of about 7,500 people in the sparsely populated region were threatened, said
Chuck Dickson, a fire information officer.
The fire was only about 15 percent
contained, fire spokeswoman Pam Bierce
said, and mandatory evacuations remained
in effect for the town of Jarbidge, Nev.
Evacuation warnings were lifted for residents of Murphy Hot Springs, Idaho.

WASHINGTON

Pentagon is junking
millions in gear, parts

WASHINGTON (AP) — Millions of dollars’ worth of gear, including combat boots,
helmets, vests and aircraft parts, is being
junked by the Pentagon rather than stored
or sold as surplus to suppliers who sometimes sell it back to the military.
Of roughly $1.8 billion worth of equipment the Defense Department downgraded to scrap from January through June, at
least $330 million worth came from categories of gear the Pentagon most frequently
buys back from surplus dealers, according
to the National Association of Aircraft &
Communication Suppliers. Those include
parts for aircraft, weapons and communications systems, the group said.
The association, a lobbying group for
surplus dealers, is worried the military’s
recent decision to shred retired F-14
“Tomcat” fighter jets is the start of a broader
effort to destroy Pentagon leftovers that
surplus dealers once bought routinely. Iran
is aggressively seeking F-14 components
for its own aging Tomcat fleet.
In a new lobbying campaign, association members and other surplus buyers
are urging Congress to force the Pentagon
to do a better job separating sensitive surplus from items considered safe to sell,
rather than lumping both types of surplus
together and destroying them.

News

U.S. blockades Shiite stronghold
Steven R. Hurst
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD — U.S. and
Iraqi forces blocked access to a
town on the northeast outskirts
of Baghdad where Shiite gunmen were dug in for a third day
Monday behind earthen barriers.
Police issued calls for residents
to leave the town, and some said
they were running out of food
and fuel.
The blockade of Husseiniyah
came as at least 16 people died
when four car bombs rocked the
center of the capital. Three of the
blasts took place in one 30-minute
span, as the relentless Baghdad
summer sun pushed temperatures
to 115 degrees.
Police, morgue and hospital
officials reported a total of at least
59 people killed or found dead
nationwide, and the American
military announced the deaths
of three soldiers and a Marine.
At least 3,636 members of the
U.S. military have died since the
M OHAMMED AL D ULAIMY ~ MCT
Iraq war began in March 2003,
according to an Associated Press Iraqi bystanders watch as authorities respond to the scene of a car bomb that exploded Monday. in
the central Baghdad neighborhood of Karada. The blast, which killed at least four people, was one of four
count.
The continued fighting and car bombings that occurred Monday in and around the neighborhood.
deaths of Iraqis and American
forces in the sixth month of the
the militia loyal to radical cleric ing, had issued calls for residents to
Lt. Col. Michael Donnelly,
spokesman for U.S. forces north of
American bid to calm Baghdad and Muqtada al-Sadr, and straddles the leave Husseiniyah if they could.
the center of the country illumi- highway to Baqouba, where U.S.
“My husband offered to take us Baghdad, said American and Iraqi
nate the stubborn resistance to a forces are in the second month of out and return to protect our house forces were now allowing “commerpolitical solution in Iraq, where the a drive to cleanse that region of al- and belongings, but we refused to cial vendors to bring food to the
leave because we would be so wor- south of Husseiniyah. Civilians are
government and legislature appear Qaida in Iraq.
State-run Iraqiya television said ried about him,” Um Bassem told authorized to walk to these vendors
determined to press for sectarian
the Husseiniyah blockade “would an AP reporter in the area. She said to buy food. Donkey carts may be
advantage rather than Iraqi unity.
The Shiite-dominated parlia- have serious consequences on peo- food stocks were becoming low.
used, but no vehicle movement is
“We decided to stay home in authorized. We are also allowing
ment said Prime Minister Nouri ple’s lives there.”
al-Maliki should intervene to end
A 51-year-old woman resident, two rooms at the back of the house. civilians that need medical aid, to
the crackdown by U.S. and Iraqi who would give her name only as We can’t leave because we have walk to the Hamid Shaub Hospital
forces on Husseiniyah. The town is Um Bassem, said police, apparently valuable things and we fear looters,” for free treatment.”
a stronghold of the Mahdi Army, expecting a major outbreak of fight- she said.

Heavy rain
floods Britain
Kirsty Wigglesworth
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

T E W K ES B U RY, England
— Emergency workers rescued hundreds of trapped people Monday as
water swallowed swaths of central
England in the worst flooding to hit
the country for 60 years. Officials said
some rivers were still rising, with the
western section of the rain-swollen
River Thames on the verge of bursting its banks.
Roads and parking lots were
submerged, trains suspended, buses
canceled. Hundreds of thousands of
people were without electricity or
drinking water, and farmers saw their
summer crops destroyed.
Torrential rains have plagued
Britain over the past month — nearly
5 inches fell in some areas on Friday
alone — and more downpours were
predicted this week.
“This emergency is far from over
and further flooding is extremely
likely,” Environment Secretary Hilary
Benn told lawmakers in the House of
Commons.
On the outskirts of Oxford, 60
miles west of London, about 50
elderly people were evacuated to a stadium from a retirement community
overlooking the swollen River Ock.
“People look at me and say I look
fine, but inside I’m all churned up,”
said Sylvia Williams, a 69-year-old
widow among the evacuees.
The stadium was stocked with
blankets, food and bedding for up
to 1,500 people in case the Thames

burst its banks. Flood defenses in
the center of the town — home to
the renowned 800-year-old university
— were holding so far, but Thames
water levels were not expected to peak
until midnight.
The worst-hit areas Monday were
farther west, where cars were submerged and streets turned into canals.
Thousands of people were forced
to leave their homes and businesses,
as rescue workers in helicopters and
dinghies scooped stranded residents
onto dry land.
The Ministry of Defense said
military helicopters rescued more than
120 people from the rising floodwaters, including 87 people trapped in a
trailer park in Gloucestershire county,
central England.
Among the hardest hit areas
was the medieval market town of
Tewkesbury, 110 miles northwest of
London, where the cathedral and a
few blocks of nearby houses stood
like an atoll in a vast stretch of muddy
water that stood 5 feet deep in places.
“It was just devastation — total
chaos, cars floating past, rubbish, all
kinds,” said John King, a 68-year-old
retired firefighter from Tewkesbury.
“You just can’t stop water of that
power.
He said he saw goldfish swimming in his driveway.
Some residents lined up for free
water at local grocery stores, while
others took to canoes and small boats
to ferry food and water to housebound residents.

Blair arrives in Israel
as Mideast envoy
Arthur Max
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

J ER U S A LEM — Former
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
opened his mission Monday to help
Palestinians build solid foundations
for their future state, offering ideas
to Israeli leaders designed to stabilize
the shaky government of Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas.
Israeli Foreign Minister Tsipi
Livni said the Blair mission on behalf
of the “Quartet” of Mideast mediators comes at a “critical time when
it is possible to create a change of
direction” after years of stalemate in
peacemaking.
Blair’s limited mandate from the
four powers — the United States,
European Union, United Nations
and Russia — was to help the
Palestinians develop their economy,
build governing institutions and to
lay the groundwork for statehood.
But he was instructed to leave
aside the underlying issues of the
60-year-old Mideast conflict, such
as borders, Palestinian refugees and
the governance of Jerusalem, raising questions about how effective
he can be.
Israel says the importance of
Blair’s task should not be underestimated. “Anyone who believes that
nation-building is a peripheral issue
doesn’t understand the process,” said
Livni’s spokesman, Mark Regev, after
Blair’s first meeting with her.
Regev saidBlairandLivniexchanged
ideas, and that Blair’s first trip was more
than a listen-and-learn mission.

“He’s listening, but he’s not coming as a newcomer,” Regev said. Blair
“has extensive knowledge of the area.
He is well aware of the concerns of
both parties. He is well positioned to
help the process.”
Blair’s office took a more lowkey tone, calling it “a preliminary
visit to hear the views of key Israelis
and Palestinians about the issues that
have to be addressed in order to fulfill
the demanding mandate Mr. Blair
has taken on.” He also would consult
with Arab leaders, a spokesman said.
Creating the conditions of good
governance has been complicated by
the feud among the Palestinians that
led to the forcible takeover of Gaza
by the Islamist Hamas movement in
a bloody five-day war. Abbas’ Fatah
movement now spearheads a moderate government in the West Bank
while Hamas has control of Gaza.
In a statement after their meeting, Livni cautioned Blair to adhere
to the internationally accepted policy
of shunning Hamas, and to beware
of “giving it legitimacy, either directly
or indirectly.”
Hamas, which won Palestinian
legislative elections last year, warned
that it cannot be ignored. Ignoring
the group “will lead to nothing but
failure,” said Hamas spokesman
Fawzi Barhoum.
Blair travels to the West Bank on
Tuesday to meet with Abbas and his
prime minister, Salam Fayyad, before
winding up his maiden foray with a
dinner at the home of Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert.
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Town Square renaissance
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Downtown area changes with business, city commitments
David Lopez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After years of falling into decay,
the Carbondale Town Square area has
experienced an impressive reformation.
A scarcely visited area of town just
a few years ago, the north side of the
Town Square now represents a thriving business community.
Businesses like the Newell House,
Global Gourmet and the newly
opened Town Square Market have
been spearheading this change in the
look and feel of the historic area.
Elaine Ramseyer, owner of the
Longbranch Coffee House, has
owned the café for 10 years and has
seen the community grow to the hot
spot it is today.
Ramseyer said she has made a
multitude of improvements to the
18-year-old establishment since she
acquired it, including a juice bar, patio

seating and hiring a professional chef
for her vegetarian kitchen.
“In the 10 years we’ve had it, it’s
been on an eternal growth spurt,”
Ramseyer said. “Our business has
done nothing but grow.”
The Town Square Market, which
opened less than a year ago, has filled
the void left by the Neighborhood Coop, which moved out to the Murdale
Shopping Center.
The Town Square Market started
where the Co-op left off by providing
fresh meat and produce for the healthconscious consumers in Carbondale.
The store also supplies a bulk of the
food cooked at Longbranch and
Global Gourmet.
Rene Cook, the owner of the Town
Square Market and former employee
of the Neighborhood Co-op. has been
in business in the Town Square for the
good part of a quarter-decade.
A Town Square resident and
employee for more than 35 years,

Cook said she feels a strong bond to
the ever-growing area.
“This is my hood,” Cook said with
a laugh.
In addition to the establishments surrounding the Square, the
Carbondale Farmer’s Market has also
been meeting in the Square every
Wednesday, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
and will continue to do so through
September.
Cook and Ramseyer are also part
of the Historic Town Square Business
Coalition, which brings together the
Town Square businesses and works
together with the city to improve the
up and coming area.
City Manager Jeff Doherty works
with the coalition to beautify the
Square and make it more accessible
and comfortable for residents.
Doherty has overseen the installation of two new park benches around
the Town Square fountain and additional parking between Jackson Street

S TEPHEN R ICKERL ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Bryce Berkowitz, an employee at Longbranch Coffeehouse,
serves customers Monday. The Town Square area of Carbondale,
which includes the coffee shop, has experienced recent growth in
business.
and Oak Street.
A series of banners depicting an
official logo for the Town Square is
also in the works. Provided that the
businesses can raise the money to
produce the banners, the city would
provide for the installation.

“The city is very invested in the
Town Square,” said Doherty.
David Lopez can be reached at
618-536-3311 ext. 274 or by email at
dave.lopez@siude.com
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As a part of his daily routine, Brent Thomas, foreground, applies SPF 60 sunscreen.
At the completion of their trip, the pair of 27-year-old bicyclists will have ridden 3,500
miles, from North Carolina to California.

Brent Thomas
stretches
in
the parking lot
before spending
five to six hours
on his bike.

S ARAH L ATHROP ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

In preparation for the approximately 75-mile day, Lee Briggs checks the tires and
spokes on his bike just before departing from the Days Inn in Carbondale on Friday.

CYCLISTS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Bikers would also have to ride 50 to 60 miles
a day for five or six days in a row in order to train
for the event, Johnson said.
Thomas and Briggs’ idea was hatched when
the two created their own Web site — www.elifelist.com — where site members construct a list of
goals to be accomplished during their lifetime.
Thomas and Briggs then used their own site
to set out on a journey that would put them a step
closer to accomplishing their own life goals.
The site is very similar to other online networking sites such as Myspace and Facebook,
although the two creators are quick to explain that
it is in fact, very different.

Briggs said Life List helps its members attain
their goals by having them published somewhere.
“Unlike Facebook and Myspace, our site is
based on real life and things one wants to accomplish in his or her real life,” Briggs said. “Also,
making your list public to friends and family
makes a person much more likely to actually try
for their goals.”
Life List is also designed so members can
create their list and check off each goal upon
completion.
Once a goal has been moved to the “done”
list, each of the member’s friends gets a message
informing them of the accomplishment.
“When you see someone has completed a
goal, you can send them a message saying, ‘Hey,

S ARAH L ATHROP
D AILY E GYPTIAN

good job!’” Briggs said.
The pair’s Life List page allows Life List
members to donate money through their Bike
Trip blog, which is updated frequently with news
and alerts.
As of Thursday, 600 members had donated
about $4,500, Thomas said. However, Briggs and
Thomas have set their sights higher.
“We hope to raise about $20,000,” said
Thomas. “We have it set up so that people can
donate directly through the blog.”
With six weeks and 31 stops still remaining
on their journey, Briggs and Thomas admitted
to being a little homesick for their friends and
families.
Briggs has had to deal with the hurdle of
being away from his wife of only one year and is

in the middle of a move to San Francisco.
Thomas, meanwhile, said the trip is worth
the energy.
“It’s tough leaving friends and family,” said
Thomas. “But it’s a short amount of time in the
big picture.”
Although Briggs and Thomas were both
aware of the consequences of being on their bikes
for two months with little contact from friends
and family, they have a very positive outlook on
their voyage.
“Sure, it’s physically and mentally demanding,”
said Briggs, “but every day is a new adventure.”
Christian Holt can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 249
or cholt@siu.edu.
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Our Word

Sales tax will benefit city, university
We at the D E buy into
the idea that the city of Carbondale could
benefit from a $20 million donation to
Saluki Way should the Council approve a
proposed sales tax increase. It is a move that
will finally get Saluki Way out of its planning phase and into its action phase.
In fact, the extra boost in sales could
even be used as a collaborating marketing
tool between the University and city. Signs
could say, “Shop here and support SIU,” or
something to that nature.
However, the half-percent sales tax
increase could take $2.3 million out of
Carbondale’s economic pocket each year – an
economy that isn’t exactly booming. There
are empty, dilapidated buildings everywhere.
SIU’s enrollment isn’t exactly booming,
either.

And, of course, a lot of business in
Carbondale comes from SIU students.
So it seems as though students are being
asked to pick up more than their promised $38 million share of the Saluki Way
dream.
The University and Carbondale go
hand-in-hand. Without the University,
the city would cease to exist and vice versa.
Without one, the other would fail. The
city’s donation leaves a remaining $22 million for the University to raise, and officials
are confident they can get it through private
donations.
Then again, the University has proven
its inability to raise money through outside donations. The high-dollar benefactors have not bit on Saluki Way. Since the
idea’s inception, SIU has only been able to

scrounge up about $700,000.
Not to mention the continued drop of
enrolled students. If students stop showing up to SIU, the ones who stay will
have to pay more for their share of the
Saluki Way pie.
Carbondale’s sales tax increase would
bring $2.3 million a year to the city. One
million of which is proposed to go to the
University every year for twenty years.
Carbondale Mayor Brad Cole justified
the sales tax hike because he said the added
business from out-of-towners visiting for
athletic events would be worth it.
If that is true, the donation of the entire
increase should go to the University. SIU
can’t find the money. Carbondale can.
And with that kind of commitment, SIU
could break ground tomorrow.
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Letter to the Editor

Library budget should not come from student fees
FELLOW STUDENTS,

I hope summer has been
good to everyone. It is my
job as Undergraduate Student
Government President to make
sure students are informed
about issues that affect them on
campus.
Last Thursday, I attended an
SIU Board of Trustees meeting. One of the agenda items
for this meeting was a request
for approval of an increase of
$14,828,910 for the library
renovation project. The university administration hopes
to have the project funded by
the state. However, the state
has not funded any new capital
projects like this for the past

three years, according to information I received as a member
of the Illinois Board of Higher
Education - Student Advisory
Committee. If indeed the state
does not grant the request of
the University, who will be stuck
with the $14,828,910 check?
Together myself and the
President of the Graduate and
Professional Student Council
Steven Middleton presented a
statement to the board. In this
statement we spoke about the
positive effects that the newly
renovated library could have on
campus. We further discussed
the financial burdens students at
this institution have faced over
the past few years. It was our
belief that, in the end, tuition

would be increased to pay for
this project. We could not sit
by and support a measure that
would drive the cost of education at this University up any
further. As it now stands,
students are already paying
$1,200,000 a year for the new
library. We informed the board
that students do not wish to
spend any more. President
Middleton and I both talked to
many students about this issue
and I can say that every student
we spoke to said no. However,
last Thursday the Board of
Trustees passed this measure
despite a “no” vote coming from
both student trustees. At the
meeting President Poshard
assured me that this increase

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

would in no way affect tuition
and fees. It is now our job to
make sure that promise is kept.
I want students to know that
I am in your corner, and I am
working very hard to do what I
have been elected to do, including keeping the cost of education here at this institution
down. It is apparent to me that
we have our work cut out for us.
In order to make a significant
change, students will need to
be involved. I will do my part
to inform you of the issues and
what you as students need to
do. However, it is essential that
students follow through.
Demetrous White, Jr.
USG President
deejr@siu.edu
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“ I think they’re fairly considering me and I’m fairly considering them. ”
Victoria Valle
finalist for vice chancellor for enorllment management position
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by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black

Today’s Birthday. This will be a
very romantic year for you, by all
indications. The main problem area is
money, as in debt and stock market
swings. Watch out for that. All ends
well.

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Sudoku

9

To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 6 — If you’re thinking it’s a rotten
month for money, you’re generally
right. It’s pretty good for love but don’t
let that interfere with your work.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is an 8 — You could make quite a lot
buying and selling behind the scene.
Gambling is not recommended. Win
through shrewd horse-trading.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 7 — Keep studying. The more
adept you become at this new skill,
the more opportunities appear. It’s
really cool, how that happens.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — You will be able to pay it off,
if you recently went into debt. Make
sure to do it before you incur any
interest charges. You hate those.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is
a 7 — After initial confusion, you’re
beginning to understand. You should
have smooth passage for the next
couple of days.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is a 7 — You’ll make a surprising
discovery in the privacy of your own
home. Don’t worry — this is a good
thing. You have more than you realized.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today is
a 6 — All you want to do is play. Can
you manage to turn this party into a
meeting by doing some business too?
That would be good.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is an 8 — A temporary setback
is overcome almost effortlessly.
Continue to do better than even you
expected.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is a 6 — Your confidence level
is high and your curiosity is aroused.
Find out what’s going on over there
before you make the trip.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is an 8 — The business going
on today is all behind the scenes.
You can wheel and deal, buy, sell and
trade, without attracting attention.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
— Today is a 6 — A meeting goes
well. Your team comes up with very
creative ideas. All of them won’t work
but some will. Put them to the test.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is an 8 — You’ll get more done in less
time than you ever thought possible.
You’re determined and motivated,
and that makes all the difference.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1
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3

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

4

by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

FYFAT

Solution
Monday’s puzzle
Solution to
to Thursday’s
puzzle

©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

MANUH
PRONAD
www.jumble.com

Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
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HAWRTT
A:
Thursday’s
Yesterday’s

THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Given out in
portions
6 Italian staple
11 Bit of a pickle
14 Small egg
15 Body of water
16 ETs’ craft
17 Happiness flashpoint
19 Hoot
20 Ruffle feathers
21 Negatively
charged atom
23 Puts back
together
27 Teaching staff
29 Lucky charm
30 Royalty fur
31 Consumer activist Ralph
32 Remove air from
pipes
33 Anticipatory
time
36 Musicians’
bookings
37 Peace birds
38 Some whiskeys
39 Shade provider
40 Used to the limit
41 Strays off course
42 Tickles pink

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
23
44 Reporter’s pay
scale
45 Place to drink
Chablis
47 Spanish misters
48 Roman port
49 Burn balm

50 Ancient
51 Glorious
occasion
58 Pastoral spot
59 Billiards shot
60 Heart line
61 Hog housing

62 Auguries
63 Sieved into
pellets
1
2

DOWN
Dad’s love
Gabor sister

24
25
26
27
28

Harbor craft
Yalie
Protesting sort
Kitties
Topmost spot
Get the picture
Earth tone
Heartburn
soother
Special celebration period
In the offing
Woolgathering
Coin factory
Church sister
Chain of mountains
Internet service
Reckoning
juncture
South-of-theborder cheers
Emancipated
Singing brothers
surname

30 North Pole
denizens
32 Square-jawed
dog
34 Brink
35 Slalom trails
37 File fillers
38 Nevada city
40 Hot sauce
41 Catsup
ingredient
43 Aloha gift
44 Writer Uris
45 Tartan fabrics
46 Ocean speck
47 Whitman and
Pickens
49 Soon
52 Emoter
53 High dudgeon
54 __ polloi
55 Tolkien baddie
56 Shoshone
57 Far out!

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

TO

“

”

(Answers
Thursday)
(Answers
tomorrow)
PEACE ARDOR
MIRTH MORBID
TIMELY
ANKLET
HANGAR
Jumbles: DITTY
The owner
of a candy
factory gave
can do
the unhappy
customers
thethis —
Answer: What
MAKE A
“MINT”
beauty
shop
owner — A BAD HAIR DAY
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Sports

Saluki Insider
Former NBA referee Tim Donaghy is under investigation for betting on games he
officiated. Do you think there are referees who make bad calls on purpose?

EUGENE CLARK
eclark
@siude.com

“In this day and age in sports, you
gotta do what you gotta do to make
that dollar! Whether it’s taking steroids,
accepting money to throw a game, or
purposely making bad calls, it’s going to
happen.”

ALEJANDRO
GONZALEZ
agonzalez
@siude.com

SALUKI TRACKER

JASON FRASOR

“Wow! Everyday I open the newspaper and
someone in professional sports has either been
involved in some heinous crime or was indicted
for some reason or another. Perhaps next to
athletes and other professional staff members in
professional sports should be a section that says
how many felonies they had this year. It would
make a great comparable stat.“
On July 20, Jason Frasor
pitched one scoreless inning
while striking out one in the
Toronto Blue Jays’ 4-2 loss to
the Seattle Mariners. Frasor is
currently 1-3 with a 4.23 ERA
in 34 appearances for the
Blue Jays this season.

BRIT FINNEGAN
brit.ﬁnnegan
@siude.com

“Refs sure make a lot of bad calls. This
investigation may explain every single loss of
my precious sports teams. The White Sox lose
a game: It’s probably the referee’s fault. Maybe
the Bears actually should have won against the
Colts in the Super Bowl. “

Do you have questions
for the Saluki Banter
that you want
answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

OLYMPICS

China gathering intelligence on
activists in preparation for Olympics
Charles Hutzler
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

B EI J I N G — China’s intelligence services are gearing up for
next year’s Beijing Olympics, gathering information on foreigners who
might mount protests and spoil the
nation’s moment in the spotlight.
Government spy agencies and
think tanks are compiling lists of
potentially troublesome foreign
organizations, looking beyond the
human rights groups long critical of
Beijing, security experts and a consultant familiar with the effort said.
They
include
evangelical
Christians eager to end China’s
religious restrictions, activists wanting Beijing to use its oil-buying
leverage with Sudan to end the
strife in Darfur and environmental campaigners angry about global
warming.
The effort is among the broadest

intelligence-collection drives Beijing
has taken against foreign activist
groups, often known as non-governmental organizations, or NGOs. It
aims to head off protests and other
political acts during an Olympics
the communist leadership hopes
will boost its popularity at home
and China’s image abroad.
“Demonstrations of all kinds are
a concern, including anti-American
demonstrations,” said the consultant,
who works for Beijing’s Olympic
organizers and asked not to be identified because he was not authorized
to talk to the media.
The government, he said, is “trying to find out what kinds of NGOs
will come. ... What are their plans?”
While foreign governments
often monitor potentially disruptive groups ahead of big events,
Beijing this time is ranging farther
afield, targeting groups whose activities would be considered legal in

most countries.
As such, the move carries risks
for Beijing. Evidence that the communist government is withholding
visas or engaged in heavy-handed
policing to suppress protests would
likely draw negative press and could
unnerve the International Olympic
Committee and corporate sponsors.
Scott Kronick, the president of
Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide’s
China operations, said he raised
concerns about the way protests
might be handled when an official
with the Beijing Olympic organizing committee asked him about the
possibility of activists disrupting the
torch relay.
“I said, ‘People will understand
that. That’s the way different groups
act. What you need to worry about
is what your response is going to be
and how you will act,’” said Kronick,
whose clients include Adidas, an
Olympic sponsor.

SPORT BRIEFS

BOXING
Hopkins ends Wright’s winning streak

CYCLING
Rasmussen leads Tour de France

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Bernard Hopkins earned another stunning victory in the twilight of his fighting days Saturday night,
ending Winky Wright’s 7 1/2-year unbeaten streak with a unanimous decision in their 170-pound matchup at the Mandalay Bay
Events Center.
The 42-year-old Hopkins (48-4-1, 32 KOs) landed his biggest
blow when he opened a gash over Wright’s left eye with a headbutt in the third round. Hopkins spent the night picking at it while
Wright (51-4-1) scrambled and counterpunched, his face showing
frustration and fatigue as the fight slipped away.
Judges Glenn Trowbridge and Dave Moretti scored it 117-111
for Hopkins, and Glenn Hamada scored it 116-112. The punch statistics were nearly as even as the fight. Hopkins landed 152 of his
640 punches, and Wright landed 167 of his 618 blows.

P L AT E AU D E B E I L L E , France (AP) — Michael Rasmussen of
Denmark extended his overall lead in the Tour de France against all
of his top challengers — except Alberto Contador.
The Spaniard surged ahead of the Dane at the end of the final
climb, finishing a bike length ahead of Rasmussen in 5 hours, 25
seconds, 48 seconds to take his first stage victory in the race. The
promising 24-year-old Spaniard, who placed third among young
cyclists in the 2005 Tour, leapfrogged into second overall 2:23
behind Rasmussen.
Colombia’s Juan Mauricio Soler was third in the stage, 37
seconds back.

TENNIS
Stepanek wins ATP Countrywide Classic

L E X I N G TO N , Ohio (AP) — Scott Dixon avoided a first-lap
accident and went on to win the Honda Indy 200. Dixon escaped
the mishap in front of him that put a crimp in Danica Patrick’s
hopes and hung near the leaders before moving in front late to
pick up his third straight IndyCar Series victory.
Dixon’s win tightened the race in the drivers points standings.
Trailing Dario Franchitti, who finished second, by 65 points before
the streak began, Dixon is behind by 24 with five races left.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Radek Stepanek upset second-seeded James Blake 7-6 (7), 5-7, 6-2 to win the ATP Countrywide Classic.
It was the second career title for Stepanek, who entered the match
with a 13-15 record this season. He advanced to the final when
wild card Nicolas Kiefer of Germany withdrew due to a sore knee.

AUTO RACING
Dixon tightens point race with win
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SALUKI INSIDER, page 11: Do some referees
make bad calls on purpose?
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FOOTBALL

Whitlock set for first NFL camp
Alejandro Gonzalez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

For the first time in a long time,
former Saluki running back Arkee
Whitlock will be fighting for a job.
Whitlock, who was invited to the
Minnesota Vikings training camp
after not being selected in the 2007
NFL Draft, will begin his quest for
a spot on the Vikings’ roster July 25
when the team opens its mini-camp.
As one of the greatest running
backs in Saluki history, Whitlock said
he must work twice as hard to make a
name for himself after entering camp
as an undrafted player.
“They brought me in for a reason,”
Whitlock said. “Every day I try to
prove to the front office that I deserve
to be here.”
Currently, Whitlock is training at
his South Carolina home in preparation for the high-intensity NFL
workouts. While his extra training
may help him keep pace in camp,
Whitlock said he hasn’t played with
pads since January, which could lead
to a bit of rust.
Whitlock, who rushed for 4,242
yards and 51 touchdowns in three
years for the Salukis, may have to
settle for a special teams position
with the Vikings, Saluki wide receivers coach Brian Anderson said.
Anderson said Whitlock’s foremost objective is to obtain a job
with the Vikings, at which point he
can work his way up the positional
ladder.
“They don’t call it going to practice. They call it going to work,”
Anderson said. “Guys out there are
trying to feed their families, so you
got to have your A-game every single
day.”
In order to make the Vikings’
roster, Whitlock will have his work
cut out for him with five tailbacks
battling for a limited number of
roster spot.
See FOOTBALL, Page 10
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New talent
Ohio Valley
transfer returns to
southern Illinois
Eugene Clark
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Former Saluki running back Arkee Whitlock will compete with seven other backs at a training camp
for the Minnesota Vikings Wednesday

Tyler Bullock’s new home isn’t too
far around the block.
The SIU baseball team will welcome the Austin Peay State University
transfer catcher this spring and hope
the southern Illinois boy can provide a
reliable backup behind the plate.
The 6-foot-4-inch, 265-pound
catcher had a .243 batting average
with 4 home runs and 16 RBI’s during
his first season for the Governors.
Bullock played baseball, basketball
and football during his four years at
Du Quoin.
He said he wasn’t an exceptional
basketball player but could have gone
to college to play either football or
baseball.
Bullock said he liked baseball much
more than football because it is more of
a mental game than a physical game.
“It seemed more fun for me to
play baseball,” Bullock said. “Baseball is
more of an all-around sport.”
Head coach Dan Callahan said
Bullock was someone the team had
interest in when they saw him in high
school. Unfortunately, there wasn’t
enough money to sign more than one
catcher to the team, Callahan said.
Callahan said at the time the team
didn’t have the resources available for
three catchers on the team.
Now, the money situation has
changed and the team needs are also
different, so the addition of Bullock is
more applicable, Callahan said.
“I’m excited about him being in the
program,” Callahan said. “The more
and more I saw him the summer after
his senior year, the more I thought that
maybe we should have made a push for
him.” Callahan said.
See BASEBALL, Page 10

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Recruits adjust to collegiate pace
Six freshmen ready for college to be a good experience
Jakina Hill
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Strength and conditioning
workouts are usually the most
difficult adjustments high school
athletes face upon entering the
NCAA circuit.
For six recruits in the SIU
women’s basketball program, those
adjustments must be made quickly.
2008 recruits including guards
Brenna Saline, Natalie Taylor,
Ellen Young and Tanaeya Worden,
forward Katrina Swingler and center Paris Campbell are all on campus and working with conditioning coaches in order to compete at
the collegiate level.
Head women’s basketball coach
Dana Eikenberg said the transition
could be a challenging feat for anyone but credits her upperclassmen

with bringing the rookies along.
Strength and conditioning
coach Becky Kimball said the
recruits are doing as well as could
be expected and are getting an
academic edge by taking summer
courses.
“We have a pretty athletic
bunch, they catch on quickly,”
Kimball said.
Sophomore guard Erica Smith
said many of the upperclassmen,
herself included, are helping their
new teammates get accustomed to
the workouts by drawing on their
own experiences.
“We’re showing them the
things we learned as freshmen to
help them move along as smoothly
as possible,” Smith said.
Eikenberg said while assessing new recruits, basketball skills
could be among the least important desirable traits.

“You must recognize discipline
and be willing to adapt, as life is
ever changing for student athletes
during their four years, as well
as be able to understand commitment, amongst other things,”
Eikenberg said via email.
The ability to adjust to a new
team and form a trusting relationship
between players and coaches is also
important, Eikenberg said.
For some recruits, the attitude
already exists.
Campbell said one of the reasons
she chose SIU over other schools,
including Valparaiso University, is
due to the player-coach relationship.
“Sometimes I don’t even realize
I’m talking to a coach,” Campbell
said. “All the coaches seem like you
can talk to them.”
Jakina Hill can be reached at 5363311 ext. 249 or jhill@siude.com.

SIU guard
Jayme Sweere
makes a dash
to the net while
being guarded
by Wichita State
guard Frannie
Vathauer on
March 3. The
SIU women’s
basketball
team welcomes
six recruits
who hope to
contribute to
their winning
tradition.
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